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 Winols contains in it 2 different CD's and one dvd Winols 2.24 : Disk 1 : 1. Old maps set that are no longer used. 2. Is includes
the drivers for the old versions of the winols software 3. Includes a new client version for the Winols 2.26. Disk 2 : 1. Is a 25
new maps set 2. Contain more map than the 1st disk 3. This disk also include 2 new and never seen before map set that only

included in the server versions. 4. This disk also include map packs, 8 CD's. Disk 3 : 1. Is a CD that contain the 1st 25 maps of
this disk 2. Is a winols tutorial that include old and new ways to play the game,e.g. how to use match stats,resorts, new ways to

join parties ect 5. Is a few real life infos about the server and winols 6. Winols 24h a week in an 1 year timeline 7. Game author
doesn't allow peoples to download a part of this disk so he can earn more money Winols Tutorial: Here is where you will find all

the above tutorials and stuff you need to know about winols. 1. Playerinfo 2. Winols basics 3.
Teleportation,pwnage,Cities,Building,Maps,Spartan quest,altauca quest,gold and levelup etc... 4. New ways to join parties/squad

5. Fast trading 6. New ways to use the spartan class 7. Walkthroughs 8. Some more tutorials 9. Winols 2.26 10. Salvage 11.
Damage formula 12. Recent new changes 13. Tips and tricks If you like the above tutorials you can pay a buck or two and make
your self a nice extra for this year and get all the previous stuff with all the above tutorials. If you see any errors in this post or if
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